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M arine Corps aviation was only 16 years old
when a scrappy bunch of fliers patrolling the
rugged mountains and dense forests of

Nicaragua pioneered dive bombing as a vital tool in
providing close air support to troops on the ground.
In the first four decades of the 20th century, the

United States found itself in a series of police actions,
counterinsurgency operations and peacekeeping mis-
sions in the Caribbean Basin and Central America. And
the Marine Corps was the go-to force in maintaining
order during the tumultuous period known as the
“Banana Wars.”
Following World War I, the Marines deployed aircraft

in support and observation roles in Haiti and the
Dominican Republic. But it was in Nicaragua in the late
1920s that Marine Corps aviators began to perfect the
concept of dive bombing as a means
of supporting ground troops.
Before the Marines left Nica -

ragua in 1933, they chalked up a
number of aviation firsts, includ-
ing the first relief of a besieged
town by aircraft. One aviator, Lt.
Christian F. Schilt, would receive
the Medal of Honor in 1928 for
repeatedly landing his Vought O2U
Corsair under intense enemy fire
on a short airstrip carved from a
primitive village street to deliver
medical supplies to a besieged unit
and evacuate the wounded.

Uncertain Origin
No one really knows who invented
the concept of having individual
airplanes swoop close to the ground
to drop explosives directly on a tar-
get, instead of mass bombing —
often less accurately — from higher
altitudes. Aviation historians be -

lieve the tactic was first used by air forces on both sides
in World War I, “but the Marines certainly took to it,”
said Wray R. Johnson, a retired Air Force colonel who
teaches military history at the Marine Corps School of
Advanced Warfighting in Quantico, Va. 
Within a few years, he added, the Marines “really kind

of perfected it to the point where the Navy and other
countries started paying pretty close attention to it.” 
According to Marine Corps Aviation: The Early

Years 1912-1940, published by the Corps’ History and
Museum Division in 1977, Lt. Lawson H.M. Sanderson
is believed to be the first Marine aviator to experiment
with the dive-bombing concept in 1919 while sta-
tioned in Haiti. Sanderson started with a jerry-rigged
mechanism using mailbags, gradually adapting con-
ventional Army bomb racks.
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Marine aviators stand with homemade bombs in Haiti 1920.
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In the 1920s, Marine Corps Maj. Ross “Rusty”
Rowell first saw the technique being tested by the
Army Air Service at Kelly Field in Texas. He later
drilled his own pilots in the skill, which aviation
experts say is more accurately described as glide bomb-
ing because early biplanes approached the target at
only about a 45-degree angle, compared with the
almost vertical plunges of World War II-era Navy and
Marine Corps dive bombers that had wings able to
withstand the stress of steeper dives.
In 1927, civil war broke out in Nicaragua between

the incumbent conservative party and a liberal faction.
One rebel group led by Augustino Sandino, who would
lend his name to another Nicaraguan insurgency more
than 50 years later, began attacking government out-
posts and U.S.-owned businesses. Washington ordered
the Marines in to restore order and train the
Nicaraguan National Guard.
Into this fray, Rowell led Observation Squadron 1

(VO-M1) consisting of six two-seater DeHaviland DH-
4 bombers. A few months later, VO-4M with six Boeing
O2B-1s observation planes, variants of the DH bomber,
arrived in Nicaragua. The two squadrons were com-
bined as Aircraft Squadrons, 2nd Brigade, under
Rowell’s command.

Primitive Conditions
Marine Corps aviators mounted aerial patrols to spot
Sandino’s troops before they could hit isolated villages
and military outposts manned by Marines and
Nicaraguan troops. Conditions were primitive and com-
munications rudimentary. The Marines had radios, but
reception was spotty so they usually opted to leave them
behind to make room for more fuel and ammunition. 
Ground troops communicated with fliers using

semaphore or fabric panels in pre-arranged patterns.
Sometimes the planes snatched messages from a cross-
wire using a cable and hook, or in extreme cases, they
simply landed to get situational reports from villagers
or troops on the ground, according to Fred Allison,
director of the Marine Corps History Division. 
The DH-4s were hardly ideal for dive bombing. The

wood, cloth and wire biplanes’ 400-horsepower
Liberty engines had a maximum speed to 128 mph and
a range of 400 miles. They were armed with two for-
ward-firing .30-caliber machine guns operated by the
pilot and a swivel-mounted gun operated by the
observer in the rear seat. 
Nevertheless, Rowell’s fliers used the new bombing

tactics to support Marines and Nicaraguan National
Guardsmen on several occasions, the most celebrated

A pair of Marine Corps DH-4B aircraft fly over Quantico, Va., in 1925.
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one in the northern town of Ocotal near the Honduran
border on July 16, 1927. Sandino sent more than 300
troops in a predawn attack on an outpost manned by
less than 100 Marines and guardsmen. 
By late morning, two patrolling Marine Corps scout

airplanes spotted the attack, strafed the rebels and report-
ed back to base. There were no other Marines or govern-
ment troops close enough to relieve the tiny garrison,
which already had refused several demands to surrender.
Rowell led a flight of five DH-4s equipped with bomb
racks under their wings linked by wire to the cockpit. 
Unlike the largely ineffective homemade dynamite

bombs previously used against Sandino’s troops, the
DH-4s could carry up to 322 pounds of aerial bombs.
One after the other, they bore down from an altitude of
1,000 feet to about 300 feet, strafing Sandino’s shocked
forces with the forward-firing guns on the way down
and with the observers’ guns on their climb out of rifle
range, and 27 bombs during a 45-minunte attack that
killed more than 100 insurgents. The Ocotal garrison
suffered one killed and five wounded.
In late 1927, the Marines in Nicaragua received the

new Vought O2U Corsairs. Like the OB-1s, these air-
craft consisted of a steel tube fuselage with fabric-cov-
ered wooden wings. They could fly faster (167 mph),
farther (maximum range 680 miles) and higher (ser-
vice ceiling 18,600 feet) than the older planes. 
After the air attack at Ocotal,

Sandino changed tactics to hit-
and-run, small-unit guerilla opera-
tions, making it difficult to track
him from the air until his hilltop
stronghold at El Chipote was dis-
covered near the end of 1927. For
more than a month the Marines
bombed and strafed the fortress
culminating in a Jan. 14, 1928, raid
led by Rowell of four Corsairs that
dropped 122 demolition bombs
and nearly a score of white phos-
phorus hand grenades. When
ground forces reached the hilltop,
they found it deserted. 
Experts and analysts at the time

described the operation as the first
air attack to have driven out the
enemy without a supporting
ground attack.
After returning from Nicaragua,

Rowell’s pilots put on several dive-
bombing exhibitions at air shows.
Among the observers, according to
Marine Corps lore, was Ernst Udet,
a German World War I ace and

member of Baron von Richthofen’s Flying Circus.
Udet, as the story goes, was so impressed by what he
saw, that he helped develop the Stuka dive bomber
used by Hitler’s Luftwaffe during the Blitzkrieg. But
historians including Allison, a former Marine F-4 pilot,
discounts the story as more myth than fact.
The Marines built on their experiences in the

Banana Wars, developing their highly regarded Small
Wars Manual, which included a chapter on aviation.
Unlike the Navy and Army Air Force, which focused
on air interdiction and air superiority, Johnson said
Marine aviators who rose to general officer rank con-
tinued to see supporting troops on the ground as their
primary mission. “Francis Mulcahy, Rusty Rowell,
Vernon McGee, Roy Geiger — all of those guys cut
their teeth in Haiti, the Dominican Republic and, espe-
cially, Nicaragua. So when World War II broke out,
they were ready to go,” while the Army Air Force and
Navy had to relearn the concept. 
Because of that focus on close air support, Marine

pilots were effective supporting Army ground troops in
the Philippines during World War II and in the early
days of the Korean War, winning plaudits from Army
commanders. Even today, for Marine Corps pilots, “the
idea of being a Marine is more important than being an
aviator,” Allison said, adding “it all comes down to sup-
porting that lance corporal rifleman on the ground.”    ■

A Marine O2B-1 flies over El Chipote, the mountain stronghold of the
Nicaraguan rebel leader Augusto Sandino. Marines bombed and strafed the
fortress for more than a month, but when ground forces reached the hilltop in
January 1928, they found it deserted.
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